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crab 2 ¼” $140

New from (inseparable) brothers, Maxx and Willard Laate 
(Lah ah tey) - always working side-by-side in a very small 
(10’ x 10’), dirt-floor workshop (wood stove heater going 
most of the year) at their remote family enclave south of the 
main pueblo area.   

crab  3”  $75

Not long ago, Maxx started making spiders and now it is crabs.  
Unbelievable how many collectors like something non-traditional.

All that Maxx needs is a 
concept and a vision.  From 
this starting point he carves 
fetching designs with his own 
brand of styling.  He is willing 
to try any image.  The results 
are always impressive. crab  3”  $140
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Maxx’s approach is to envision a creature in a variety of poses, 
then find a suitable piece of deer antler and spend hours bringing 
the image to ‘life’.  He thoroughly enjoys a challenge and rises to it 
every time.

The idea for a crab fetish came 
entirely from Maxx’s 
imagination."
"
Holding an odd piece of antler 
and then looking at it from 
many ‘angles’, he noticed a 
crab wanting to be ‘freed’.  

crab  3”  $70 crab  4”  $80

crab  3”  $60

“And so it came to pass”.  The piece came unexpectedly to 
me, along with other carvings I had ordered.  So I might 
say now   “I’ve got crabs’ !!!!!!"
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Spiders are much more likely to be observed in Zuni than are crabs.  
Most of us run the other way.  Maxx observes their postures, poses 
and movement and ‘captures’ their essence in a piece of antler.

His detail is always anatomically accurate.  - 8 legs and markings.  The 
poses and action are anything but static - lots of movement and charm 
(given the image)"

‘Little Miss Muffet’   2”     $90

spider  2”  $90 spider  2”  $60

spider  2”  $60
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This collective group is aptly called a ‘parliament’. 
$32/48/60

Brother Willard continues with his standards - owls, rabbits and 
deer.  They are finely-textured with precious expressions.  Beatrix 
Potter would be proud of these representations {remember Flopsy, 
Mopsy and Cotton-tail) as would Walt Disney {Bambi and Thumper}. 
Willard’s work does have a ‘fairy tale’ feeling about these timid 
creatures. He observes them in the wild on his reservation sojourns 
and ‘captures’ their intensity.

This collective group is aptly 
called a ‘warren’.  $28/32/48 Does at rest, but on alert 

$32/60
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Mooses (aka ‘meese’)   8” $275; 6” $200

BestofZuni.com!
   Dr. Harold Finkelstein"
   Amy Finkelstein Snider

Maxx is also well-known for his 
large NA animals - rams, elk, 
deer and moose.  Moose are 
ungainly in their gait and 
appearance and Maxx captures 
that essence.  These types of 
carvings are a favorite among 
hunters.

Not to be slighted are other related images 
in Maxx’s repertoire: mice, rats, scorpions, 
tarantulas, maybe even a ‘cucaracha’ or a 
lobster, if requested .

Three decades of direct buying on 
western reservations and selling 
directly to galleries, museums, 
specialty shops and collectors 
…..And Now to the general public."
"
A commitment to fairness, quality 
and integrity - a vital link between 
Native American artists and the 
public.

Dominating both the landscape and conscientious 
of all in its purview, Dowa Yalanne towers above 
the Zuni Pueblo. This natural redoubt provided a 
safe haven in the 16th century where Zunis fled to 
escape marauding Spanish conquistadors.


